It’s The Past, Stupid!
How the Culture Wars Are Drowning the Issues of this
Election
“If we should perish, the ruthlessness of the foe would be only the secondary
cause of the disaster. The primary cause would be that the strength of a giant
nation was directed by eyes too blind to see all the hazards of the struggle; and
the blindness would be induced not by some accident of nature or history but
by hatred and vainglory.”
Reinhold Niebuhr, The Irony of American History.

Abstract
This take on the U.S. presidential elections argues that current events are not
the decisive factor in determining its outcome. The race, gender and trajectory
of the various contenders have inflamed unresolved issues, energized old
actors, and rekindled tired stereotypes. There is race, because of Obama: Is he
too Black, or not enough? Is he elitist, bred in an Ivy League tower and
disconnected from the painful past that hampered the lives of so many Blacks?
So think, for instance some veterans of the Civil Rights movement. On the other
hand, a sizeable portion of the white working class has been made suspicious
about his background. Is he a foreigner? Do his Kenyan father and his
multiracial background truly allow him to claim the U.S. presidency? Worse, is
he a Muslim? Is his middle name – Hussein – an indication of some
concealed affiliation to terrorists? Does his opposition to the Iraq war reflect a
lack of patriotism?
The race issue is tied to gender. Many of Hillary Clinton’s supporters – the
white middle class – harbor negative connotations when asked to characterize
African Americans. Her women supporters contend that her nomination as the
candidate would have vindicated the long struggle towards equality. The
frustration is so great as to have turned a portion of this electorate towards the
McCain ranks, especially since it was he who chose a woman as his running
mate.
And then, there is Vietnam. Is the political struggle over Iraq not actually one
over this divisive trauma, The amnesia that followed it, and which now is
dooming Washington in the Middle East?

Events, of course, determine political outcomes. So one could
wager, as do many today, that the dismal state of the economy gives
a net advantage to Obama. So would have Gustav, if the hurricane’s
thrust had zeroed in again on New Orleans, causing devastation
similar to Katrina’s in 2005, and fracturing the still precarious levies.
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On the other hand, a new terrorist attack prior to the presidential
election would almost certainly profit the fortune of John McCain.
Hence, drastic events can easily produce political regroupings.
But to what extent do they? Is the on-going election not also, and
arguably mostly, about the culture wars finally unfurling into a de
facto contention between the traditional white establishment and
other groups formerly excluded on the basis of race or gender? Can
a candidate who transcends both race and partisanship actually win
1
in a country so polarized politically?
As George W. Bush’s ratings plummeted, we were certain for a while
that we had finally bridged the extreme political division. Earlier this
year, in a series of conferences organized by the Brookings
Institution and the American Enterprise Institute, an effort later
sponsored by Princeton and Stanford, we heard the best brains of
the country pointing towards a clear break with the past. The
American population had surpassed the red-blue divide and was
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melting into purple. Increasing population density in the suburbs
and exurbs meant rising proportions of Democrats. So did mounting
opposition to the war in Iraq, and concerns about the economy. The
conservative Christian coalition was losing strength, partly because
of the passing of an older leadership, and also because religious
momentum appeared to favor those not so concerned by private
issues (abortion, and gay marriage), but by pressing social
challenges (health care, poverty and AIDS). One of the reasons for
this change was the increasing laicism of the population, in which a
growing number of babies were born either to single mothers or into
common law unions. The coming of age of the new generation of
“millenials” who had not partaken of the bitter culture wars, which
polarized the country in the sixties and seventies, presaged
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fundamental change. Another indicator was the mutual distrust
between Christian leaders and McCain. In short, the stern
custodians of our privacy appeared to have lost the battle against
the crusaders for social justice. Dominating now, were Christians of
the “Bono” persuasion– a reference to the colossal humanitarian
work of the U2 rock band’s Irish vocalist. In short, maps and charts
and polls informed us of a renewed social contract.
The purple kaleidoscope was soon, however, to revert to the
compact horizon of 2004. The covert war lingered on. It was less
about issues and demographics and more about forty years of
grievances.
In an article for the Atlantic Monthly in December 07, Andrew
Sullivan pointed out perceptively that the Clinton-Obama contest
represented a clash between two generations, the first tied to the
Vietnam legacy and the second wedded to a transformational
perspective that would transcend past confrontations. “At its best,”
he writes, “the Obama candidacy is about ending a war—not so
much the war in Iraq, which now has a momentum that will propel the
occupation into the next decade—but the war within America that
has prevailed since Vietnam and that shows dangerous signs of
intensifying, a nonviolent civil war that has crippled America ... It is a
war about war—and about culture and about religion and about
3
race.”
Nothing perhaps underscored better the return of the gaping red
and blue divide than reactions to McCain’s selection of his running
mate, Governor Sarah Palin of Alaska. A typical hockey Mom from
main America, she magnetized those cultural segments that felt
slighted by what they perceived as Obama’s effete persona, and his
privileged background. Had he not referred to gun owners and
churchgoers as motivated by bitterness? Standing firmly on red turf,
Palin hit the populist cord of a large group of Republicans: “No
American politician plays the class-warfare card as constantly as
Palin,” remarked New York Times columnist, David Brooks. “Nobody
so relentlessly divides the world between the ‘normal Joe Sixpack
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American’ and the coastal elite.” Through her sheer command of
the vernacular, Ms. Palin seemed to assuage fears about her
questionable competence among Republicans. Her insularity and
disconcerting lack of knowledge were actually an advantage over
Obama and Biden’s intellectual approach: “Transcripts and videos
from her time in Alaska show her parlaying the barest minimum of
rhetorical and intellectual resources into a formidable electoral
weapon”, writes Jonathan Raban in The London Review of Books.
“Palin never thinks,” he adds. Instead, she relies on a limited stock
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of facts, bright generalities and pokerwork maxims…” In short, her
presence on the ticket helped to revert the political dynamic back to
2004. George W. Bush had undone the coalition successfully
engineered by his then advisor Karl Rove – an alliance between
libertarians, religious fundamentalists, and corporate interests. Palin
reenergized it. There is a libertarian streak in Alaskans’ ways that
appeals to the American backwoods, which elected George W.
Bush.
Palin’s widespread resonance among equally plain folks has, in
addition, reengaged a core Christian constituency, previously
suspicious of McCain. She drew strong support from Evangelicals:
she was proud of her choice to have kept her baby with Down
syndrome, and fully supportive of her pregnant unwedded teen-age
daughter. Some recognized in this again the seal of Karl Rove. She
appears to be the “…ideal leader to renew and continue the Rovian
effort to use religion as a political tool. During the Bush Years, …
Rove used a rallying cry focused upon fear of the secular spread of
Darwinian evolution, abortion, gay rights, prayer in schools, and
women's liberation. He turned up the volume on this fear to create
an angry alliance among disenchanted Jews, Protestant Christians,
and Catholic Christians.”6
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The reversion to scare tactics after the McCain campaign hired
some collaborators of Karl Rove, consisted in demonizing the
opponent and raising doubts about integrity of character. Today,
months after the controversy stirred by the inflammatory remarks of
Obama’s Christian Pastor, Reverend Wright, the Democratic
contender is being branded as a Muslim. “Almost one-third of voters
‘know’ that Barack Obama is a Muslim or believe that he could be,”
writes Nicholas Kristof in the New York Times of September 20. He
cites a recently released Pew Research Center survey estimating
that only half of Americans know that Obama is a Christian.
“Meanwhile, 13 percent of registered voters say that he is a Muslim,
compared with 12 percent in June and 10 percent in March.” The
belief that Obama is Muslim is especially widespread among white
voters. The same Pew report estimates that more than three times
as many white voters as African Americans perceive Obama to be a
7
Muslim (14% vs. 4%).
Because Muslim faith is today associated with terrorism, false rumors
that Obama frequented terrorists at the beginning of his political
career compound anxieties, which are fueled on the internet: “In
videos circulating on the internet, Obama is derided as not only
unpatriotic but a terrorist sympathizer, black radical, America-hater
and closet Muslim.”8
scholar on these topics : Garry Wills, Head and Heart: American
Christianities, New York, Penguin Press, 2007.
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Could he also be the incarnation of the Anti-Christ? In the New York
Times, Nicholas Kristof mentions widespread web rumors according
to which Obama “just may be the Antichrist. Seriously.”9 The McCain
campaign has tapped into this dread in an ad called “The One”
10
circulated on the internet.
Race
It seemed easy for the Clintons to dismiss Obama as an unknown
and inexperienced Senator with only two years in this august body,
when they could count on their formidable political leverage
gradually acquired throughout the years. Hillary’s campaign against
this newcomer would be a breeze. Former President Clinton referred
to him as a “boy”, an epithet clearly reminiscent of times when black
adults were “typically denied … the courtesy titles of Mr. and Mrs. —
11
and reduced them to children by calling them by first names only.”
Obama’s childlike image tied in neatly with other portrayals of him as
inexperienced, an elitist, and a dreamer -- as when Bill Clinton
patronized his “fairy-tale” and “naive” perspectives, or when the
McCain-Palin campaign dismissed his will to engage Iran in talks as
credulous and out of touch with reality. Did such remarks not
reproduce the notion of the “uppity nigger”, scorned by the
disadvantaged of his kind, and scoffed at by whites?12
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After the South Carolina primary win by Obama, President Clinton
condescended that Jesse Jackson had won that state in 1984 and
1988. The racial overtones of the remark were clear.
It is difficult for pollsters to assess the weight of racism in the
election, since those queried are naturally reluctant to admit to any
bias. However, Newsweek’s “Racial Resentment Index” established
earlier this year, estimated the resentment of white voters by asking
questions about racial hiring practices, interracial marriage, and
general opinions of Blacks. A wide proportion of what the survey
dubs High “RR” (70%) favored Hillary Clinton over John McCain
(18%).13 A more recent survey conducted by AP-Yahoo in
partnership with Stanford between August 27 and September 5
estimated that “one third of white Democrats harbor negative views
toward blacks – many calling them ‘lazy’, ‘violent’, responsible for
14
their own troubles.”
Obama’s major stumbling block has been the white working class,
which expressed large support for Hillary Clinton, just as elitist, one
might add, as her contender. This is no small challenge: “The white
working class – a group that often speaks of itself, and is spoken of,
as forgotten, marginalized, even despised – is the golden key to
political power, and it voted overwhelmingly for George W. Bush
twice, by seventeen per cent in 2000 and twenty-three per cent in
15
2004.” One of Ohio’s Obama supporters interviewed by George
Packer for the New Yorker, said: “The conventional wisdom is that
the economy will trump this year. I’m not so sure. The economy may
13
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override social issues… and people still might not vote for Obama…
You can’t make the assumption that because people are suffering
economically and the last eight years have been downhill and things
are very bleak for them – you can’t make the assumption they’ll vote
16
Democratic. There’s just no basis for that.” New York Times
reporter Matt Bai points out that the challenge for Obama among
this electorate will be even greater than for his two Democratic
predecessors: “Given the fact that he is not, in fact, a white male,
Obama would seem to face an even-less-forgiving landscape among
white-male voters. While voters overall give Obama the advantage
over John McCain when asked which candidate is better equipped to
navigate these tumultuous economic times, Gallup polls throughout
the summer and into the fall consistently showed McCain with a
double-digit lead among white men who haven’t been to college.”17
Of course, Bai concedes, circumstances have aided Obama: bleak
economic circumstances, the internet, which has helped him raise
unprecedented funds, and even the drawn-out primaries during
which he mobilized nation-wide support for his campaign.
Nevertheless, Bai alludes in the same piece to the red-blue divide,
noting that “after 40 years of culturally divisive politics, colors don’t
easily bleed.”18
Obama’s candidacy has also polarized the black electorate. Many
black political leaders, e.g. the members of the Congressional Black
Caucus, were hesitant to support Obama, considering that his race
would doom his candidacy. Hillary was long a favorite, also, among
black women.19 Most notably, at the DNC’s Women’s Caucus
meeting in August 2008, Donna Brazile, the first African-American to
have organized a major national campaign (that of Al Gore)
16
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announced her support for Senator Clinton. Decades of
discrimination have been interiorized.
Another reason for the lack of consensus on Obama among blacks
is generational. His elders had partaken of the struggle for Civil
Rights, and many remain fiercely resentful of the white
establishment, as epitomized by the clash and eventual
estrangement between Obama and his pastor, Reverend Wright.
They had carried the stigma, lived through the humiliation, and seen
a majority of their people sink into poverty and social dissolution.
Their aim was to go against the white establishment, challenge
structural inequity and fight for quotas. That is why, earlier this year
on Father’s Day, when Barack Obama reproached black fathers for
abandoning their families, he awoke Jessie Jackson’s wrath -- the
Reverend was caught on tape saying he would like to castrate
Obama, causing his own son, Representative Jesse Jackson Jr., to
condemn his statements. This rift between father and son reflects
more than outrage over the insult. Younger black leaders are weary
of being automatically associated with challenges the blacks face
and reduced to questions on that topic. Their mental landscape has
been shaped in universities, not in seminaries, and they resent
being “pigeonholed,” as Newark’s mayor, Cory Booker, told Matt Bai:
“I want people to ask me about nonproliferation,” he continued. “I
want them to run to me to speak about the situation in the Middle
East… I don’t want to be the person that’s turned to when CNN talks
about black leaders.”20
The black press, to some extent, shares the resentment of the
elders. Like previous nominees of the Democratic Party, Obama has
been faulted for forgetting them in his racially neutral (some have
written “ambiguous”) campaign. Dorothy Leavell, who publishes the
Chicago Crusader and the Gary Crusader in Indiana, and who
chairs the National Newspaper Publishers Foundation (NNPA), said
of the Obama campaign: “They are the worst liars… Our papers are
supportive of the Democratic Party, but they have always taken us
and our readers for granted. They spend millions on the white media
and won’t even spend petty cash on us.”21 The charge that the
20
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Harvard graduate is “uppity” is therefore shared by Black America,
part of which wonders just how much of an ally the candidate is. Will
this world be able to bend to a new political reality in which
compromise is key? Or, questions a commentator on
BlackAmerica.web.com, will it go “out of sorts if [Obama] doesn’t
work race—particularly Blackness into – every speech and
22
conversation?”
Obama’s candidacy indeed threatens the entire structure of the
black political machine, and puts into question its traditional
strategies. As Valeria Sinclair-Chapman and Melanye Price explain,
“Organizations such as the NAACP and Urban League are expected
to devise a black agenda and mobilize outside pressure to get problack policies enacted. Will the rules change if a black president sits
in the White House? Will critiquing a black administration or making
protest demands be perceived as traitorous? Making race-specific
demands will be a more delicate enterprise if African Americans must
tread the difficult waters of protesting against the first black
president. One cannot be sure how this strategic uncertainty will
influence the receptiveness of an Obama administration to black
policy demands or how ordinary African Americans will evaluate
23
intra-racial disputes at the highest levels of government.”
If polls are any indication, as of September 3rd 2008, eight million
blacks – or just above one third of the eligible black population
nationwide were not registered.24
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Enter Gender and Class.
Grown indignant over the continued headway of Obama’s campaign
during the primaries, some die-hard Hillary supporters – like
Geraldine Ferraro – vituperated his candidacy as only viable
because of his race. In a New York Times op-ed article, Gloria
Steinem argued that the crucial point at issue was not that Obama
was black, but that he wasn’t a woman: “Gender is probably the most
restricting force in American life, whether the question is who must
be in the kitchen or who could be in the White House ,” she wrote;
she then charged that “black men were given the vote a half-century
before women of any race were allowed to mark a ballot, and
generally have ascended to positions of power, from the military to
the boardroom, before any women”.25 Finally, Linda Hirschman
invoked class, writing that wealthy and educated women could
endorse Obama because they could afford to pay the expenses for
a similar privileged background.26 McCain’s selection of a woman
was partly geared to target some disgruntled Hillary supporters. His
choice, writes Matt Bai, was “oddly retro … premised primarily on
old-school identity politics, the 80’s-era idea that women pledge
allegiance to the family of women more than they do to party or
27
ideology.”
Gender therefore exacerbated racial tensions and class fractures:
“Lines were drawn in the sand – does the feminist movement – or at
least female Clinton supporters … acknowledge differences of race
25
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and class? Should there be a blind allegiance to those whom we
28
share the same womanly parts? Can feminists be racist too?” The
Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgendered community also voted
overwhelmingly for Hillary, who, according to a poll conducted in
November 2007, garnered overwhelming support from this segment
of the population (63% vs 22% for Obama).29 The contention
between Hillary and Obama supporters showed that Obama was
portrayed as “uppity” not only by many blacks, and by many blue
collar whites, but also by many feminists.
After the nomination of Barack Obama as the Democratic contender,
the anger of some Hillary supporters has not died down. According
to a CNN poll, 27% of Hillary supporters were as of August 2008,
determined to support McCain. This marked an increase of 11
percentage points since June.30
Enter patriotism.
Perhaps even more compelling and divisive than race, class and
gende, is the issue of patriotism. Portraying Obama as effete and
inexperienced, implicitly addresses his weakness and inadequacy,
especially when contrasted with McCain, the Vietnam veteran. In the
last presidential elections, John Kerry experienced a similar
28
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treatment. Commenting on his “frenchiness” meant at the same time
underscoring his sophistication and decadence – not exactly
attractive qualities for a crowd who claims powerful Mars as its ruler,
not weakly Venus, which nurtures Old Europe. John Kerry from
France? John Kerry, foreigner. Obama Kenyan? Obama Muslim?
Obama terrorist? Who is Obama?
These questions and doubts find answers in the public narrative,
which hails, to some extent, from the recent past. Since the 9/11
attacks, public pundits and preachers wildly denounced the events
as punishment from God, or in a McCarthyist reflex, as the
machinations of traitors. This was the opinion of then conservative
columnist Andrew Sullivan, who pointed not at the red part of the
country that voted for Bush, but at the suspicious blue fringe.31 In his
new book, Party of Defeat, conservative right-winger David Horowitz
argues that the opponents of the war in Iraq are in fact enemies of
the United States. “The ‘antiwar’ left,” he writes, “promoted the idea
of an American global retreat, not out of an aversion to war itself, but
32
because they were themselves at war with American purposes.”
Among conservatives today, this perspective is common: “The ‘New
Right’ who began to dominate the national Republican party in
1964… viewed liberals as ‘cultural enemies who were traitors to
American values and who need to be destroyed.’ ”33 Is Obama at war
with America? Is Obama a traitor?
Digging further, one finds the deeper roots of this narrative in the
Vietnam experience. Small wonder that a spate of articles and books
on the parallels between Iraq and Vietnam have recently been
34
published. The “swift boat” smear overcame John Kerry in the last
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presidential campaign. And it lingers on. As Peter W. Galbraith
observes, “Vietnam is the image many Americans have of defeat in
Iraq.” The contention at issue here is between those who maintain
that during the Vietnam War the administration caved in to popular
and media pressure for a dishonorable retreat, whereas persistence
could have allowed for a military victory, and on the other hand,
those who maintain that after the Tet offensive, the U.S. had
inexorably lost. Galbraith writes: “this ‘blame the American people’
approach has, through repetition almost become the accepted
explanation for the outcome in Vietnam, attributing defeat to a loss
35
of public support and not to fifteen years of military failure.” In his
superb recent book, Phil Neisser explains the appeal of this
perspective: Foreign policy experts and military planners find this
“blame the media” thesis “attractive for reasons that have nothing to
do with its truth or falsity and thus have seen reason to propagate it.
Their concern is the specter of a loss of faith, on the part of the
general public, in the wisdom, benevolence, ability, and power of the
U.S. government as an international actor.”36 History books show a
37
deliberate and/or unconscious attempt to dodge the issue. A poll
conducted by CBS news and the New York Times in 2000 showed
that a remarkable 37% of the population “believed (the Vietnam war
to have been) a ‘noble cause’ as opposed to 35% who thought that
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it was not.” The debate over the ‘winnability’ of the Vietnam war also
38
rages in academic circles.
Some political figures have had a direct stake in defending their
stance on Iraq because of Vietnam: Henry Kissinger, for one,
battling for his legacy through his advising of Bush and Cheney. It
was Kissinger who coined the term “Vietnam syndrome” to qualify
public skepticism, and “the term has stuck, as if being skeptical
about what leaders say about matters of war and peace is foolish,
39
an attack of irrationality, a kind of posttraumatic stress disorder.”
Kissinger, remarked veteran journalist Bod Woodward, in a 2006
CBS interview, by advising Cheney and Bush on Iraq that “victory is
the only meaningful exit strategy… is fighting the Vietnam war
again… because in his view, we lost our will… we didn’t stick to it”.40
And then, there is Senator McCain, extolling the military value code
of honor, and claiming the credit to be commander in chief from his
years spent in a Vietnam jail. Is he not also validating the optimism of
his late father, who maintained steadfastly that the U.S. would win
the war, and who would be taken to cheer up Nixon in the
President’s gloomier days? So thinks New Atlantic contributor Jeffrey
Goldberg. In “The Wars of John McCain,” he remarks the “eerie
parallels between Admiral John McCain’s steadfast commitment to
victory in Vietnam and Senator John McCain’s pursuit of victory in
Iraq.”41 The recent book by Virginia Senator Jim Webb, who fought in
Vietnam, and whose son serves in the Marines in Iraq, underscores
how much the military also are involved in this contention. They
resent the condescending tone of civilians -- the liberals -- who
protested the war as lack of recognition. They scorn also those
38
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political leaders who send the youth in harm’s way when they
42
themselves have evaded service.
Electoral disputes over who wants to “win” in Iraq vs. those who
choose surrender have little to do with the present situation because
they refer to this muffled, if still divisive, chapter in U.S. history. The
term “war” itself, which has been much abused, is a misnomer in
characterizing the challenge of terrorism. What its use suggests,
together with the interminable references to World War II (axis of
evil, occupation of Iraq as a repeat of the successful experiences in
Germany and in Japan, etc…) is nostalgia for the bygone era of
definitive results on the battlefield. What it translates also is a
yearning for the triumphalism that followed the end of the Cold War,
a celebration of America, the “hyperpower,” and an oblivion of the
role Gorbachev played as well as total disregard for the implosion of
the Soviet Union. The world, the neo-cons believed, was now for the
U.S. to fashion. It is worth quoting again the surreal transcript of
remarks made a few years ago by an administration official. Ron
Suskind recalls a bizarre discussion he had in the summer of 2002
with a senior aid to Bush: “The aide said that guys like me were ''in
what we call the reality-based community,'' which he defined as
people who ''believe that solutions emerge from your judicious study
of discernible reality.'' I nodded and murmured something about
enlightenment principles and empiricism. He cut me off. ''That's not
the way the world really works anymore,'' he continued. ''We're an
empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while
you're studying that reality -- judiciously, as you will -- we'll act again,
creating other new realities, which you can study too, and that's how
things will sort out. We're history's actors... and you, all of you, will
be left to just study what we do.”43
In this megalomaniac perspective, where is the historical record? If
Vietnam yielded one lesson, it was that the most formidable military
power can do nothing against popular resolve. Yet, as Murray
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Kempton writes, “We remain comfortable for being blessed by
44
illusion and unconscious of being cursed by fact.”
Can Obama change the debate? Can he help frame the issues in
terms that apply to present challenges? What these observations
suggest, is that he cannot. Racism, class cleavages, and the fear of
conspiracy are widespread. And then there is the illusion that
absolute power bestows, and feeds.
Or can we hope for a renewal? Can reality strike a deadly blow to
fiction? Can we go back to the good old days when it was “the
economy, Stupid!”? David von Drehle sums up the stakes in the
pages of Time Magazine: “Obama’s banners tout the CHANGE WE
CAN BELIEVE IN, and this slogan cuts to the heart of the task before
him. The key word isn’t change, despite what legions of
commentators have been saying all year. The key is believe. With
gas prices up and home prices down; with Washington impotent to
tackle issues like health care, energy, and Social Security; with
politics mired in a fifty-fifty standoff between two unpopular parties –
plenty of Americans are ready to try a new cure. But will they come
to believe that this new doctor, this charismatic mystery, this puzzle,
45
is the one they can trust to prescribe it?”
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